
Our most
advanced
zappi yet



We’ve recently announced another huge leap forward for our 
zappi product line-up.

A lot has changed since we launched the original zappi and 
we’re thrilled to see companies big and small take on the 
challenge to make the world a better place.

We’ve recently announced that zappi is now OCPP 1.6J 
compatible. For the first time, you can pair our leading 
green charging experience with charge point management 
platforms, fleet management systems, and much more.

That’s not all. We’re also announcing myenergi ID, our new 
way to manage access to your zappi and personalise the 
way you charge.

So, how do you get our most advanced zappi yet? If you’re 
an existing zappi with built in Wi-Fi (v2.1) customer, it’s 
as simple as installing the latest software update via the 
myenergi app.

We can’t wait to see what our customers and partners 
achieve with these new features.

Same look,
endless new
opportunities

#happizappi
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zappi has 
new friends 
with ocpp
New Opportunities

Whether you’re looking to take 
payments from your Bed and 
Breakfast guests for EV charging, 
automate the invoicing and 
reimbursement of charging costs or 
manage employee’s access to your 
workplace’s charging station, Open 
Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) now 
allows you to pair your zappi with a 
platform of your choice, creating your 
own bespoke charging package. 

OCPP has been developed based on 
the demands of our customers and 
partners, and we’ve intergrated with 
a number of leading platforms to help 
you get started. 

You can find out what OCPP 
messaging we currently support 
here, and we will update this page as 
changes to our service our made. 

OCPP without the compromise

We’ve designed our OCPP service so 
that you can still use the myenergi app 
and ecosystem, even if you choose to 
pair zappi with a third party platform. 
This means you still get the full benefits 
of the myenergi ecosystem, allowing 
you to maximise energy from renewable 
sources with the help of eddi and libbi.



If you’re not quite ready for a third-party OCPP 
platform, zappi now comes with myenergi ID. 
With myenergi ID, you can control who has 
access to each of your zappi charging stations 
by grouping user profiles and creating access 
groups. With access groups, you can restrict 
access to particular user groups with a simple 
5-digit PIN code.

myenergi ID goes further than traditional 
access methods. It allows you to personalise 
your individual experience, by choosing which 
charging mode your zappi defaults to when 
you plug in, for example. Additionally, you can 
also tell us if you’re charging for personal or 
business usage, and we’ll keep track.

Another new feature that comes as standard is 
the enhanced reporting package. You can now 
get all of this information at your fingertips, 
through your myenergi myaccount..

myenergi ID
your key to a 
personalised 
experience
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PIN code 
management

Create up to 126 
unique users, with PIN 
code unlock. No RFID 
cards required, for a 
simple experience.

Enhanced
access control

Create up to 5 additional 
access groups, to control 
which profiles have 
access to which zappis.

User
profiles

Personalised charge 
profiles for zappi 
allowing custom 
charging modes and 
enhanced reporting.
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Ready to help 
decarbonise 
your fleet
Thanks to myenergi ID and OCPP, zappi now 
allows businesses to electrify their fleets, whilst 
ensuring they are charging their vehicles as 
cheaply and greenly as possible.

Combining our market leading solar charging 
and off peak charging scheduler, you can ensure 
that your fleet charges at the most cost effective 
times and when green generation is available, 
ensuring your fleet is as green as possible.

For smaller businesses there is myenergi ID, 
with myenergi ID there are no RFID cards to buy 
or manage, simply issue your employees with 5 
digit PIN codes for a truly low cost solution.

You can manage even more users when you 
pair with an OCPP platform. You can even 
pair with your favorite OCPP compatible fleet 
management platform.
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Enhanced 
reporting

See who charged, 
when and how much, 
straight from your 
myaccount portal.

Enhanced
access control

Any business usage is 
automatically marked based on the 
PIN profile you use, it’s also easy to 
change this retrospectively, straight 
from the my account portal

Filters
and export

Filter by user profile, 
business usage, and time 
period. When your ready, 
it’s easy to export your 
report to a CSV file.



When choosing a charger, you want to make sure it is ready 
for what comes tomorrow. Your zappi gets smarter with time, 
making sure you’re safe, secure and ready for what comes 
next.

We offer all zappi customers over the air updates, where 
possible we even provide new features to existing customers 
too. That’s why all our zappi customers, with built in WI-FI, are 
getting these new features as a simple firmware update, simply 
press install in the myenergi app and we’ll do the rest.

When you purchase a zappi you can be confident that it’s 
packed full of innovations, that make it ready for the future.
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Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC. The 
Apple logo and App Store are trademarks of Apple Inc.

A product 
that keeps 
getting 
smarter
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myenergi LTD, Pioneer Business Park, Faraday
Way, Stallingborough, Grimsby, DN41 8FF


